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Ab r,  • 	• . — 

Tho Theory of Structures is for the most part concerned 

with the calculation of stresses in a given structure under given 

external conditions of loading and temperature. The real problem 

of true. 	design, however, in aeronautics at any rate, is to 

find that structure, which will equilibrate the external loads, 

witlieut failure or undue deformation, under such conditions of 

tel:_feratare, as may be appropriate, and which at the sae o time will 

have the least possible weight. The sol-ation of this general design 

is obviouzly very difficult and cannot be resolved at the 

present time. However, on the basis of certain classical theorems 

due to Maxwell and Michell and using methods and suggestions derived 

from these theorems by H.L. Cox, one can make certain progress, 

and in addition point the way to profitable lines of research. 

The present paper reviews the classical results and their current 

ap-rilication, develops the mathematical theory for the two-

di:f.ensional case and derives a number of special solutions. 

It is hoped that its pUblicationwill'encourage research in this 
very important field. 
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1. 	Introduction 

1.1 Statement of the General Problem  

The real problem of structural design is the disposal of 

m:-..terial in such a way, that it will safely equilibrate given systems 

of applied force, under the appropriate physical conditions of, for 

example, temperature, without exceeding permissible amounts of 

deflection and at the same time using the minimum of material. 

This last requirement is crucial in aircraft construction. 

Practical considerations relating to manufacture, maintenance or 

function will of course force a departure from this ideal solution, 

but a knowledge of the optimum is clearly desirable as a contr-1. 

The Theory of Structures is for the most part concerned with 

stress or deflection analysis of given structures. This means that 

in practice, it can only be used in design by a process of trial and 

error, in which the structural layout and sizes are first guessed or 

very roughly calculated, and are then sub jected to as complete analysis 

as the theory will permit. The results of these calculations are then 

used to modify the design to perhaps achieve a more uniform 

distribution of stress, and the thoroughgoing analysis repeated as a 

check. The theory ought to be in a position to tackle the design 

problem directly, that is, to begin with the given forces and to 

produce by calculation the best structure that will safely carry them. 

The present report is concerned with reviewing the present position in 

this little developed branch of the theory and with suggesting lines of 

research, which may lead to developments of knowledge, such as to make 

direct structural design a practical part of the normal techniques of 

engineering. 
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§1.2 History 

The first important contribution to the Theory of Structural 

Design was made by Maxwell t  . He proved a theorem about the 

equilibrium of a series of attracting and repelling centres of force 

and applied it to a frame structure in which the bars replaced the 

"actions at a distance" except in the case of the external forces, 

and by this means effectively obtained the result of equation (2.1). 

He commented upon the engineering significance of his theorem in these 

words: 

"The importance of the theorem to the engineer arises from the 

circumstance that the strength of a piece is in general proportional 

to its section, so that if the strength of each piece is proportional 

to the stress which it has to bear, its weight will be proportional to 

the product of the stress multiplied by the length of the piece. 

Hence these sums of products give an estimate of the total quantity of 

material which must be used in sustaining tension and pressure 

respectively". 

Notdbing that Maxwell uses the word "stress" for what we should term 

"load" we see that in effect he has obtained equation (2.3) and has 

drawn the practical conclusion about the required weight of the structure. 

tt 
Michell made the second important contribution to our subject. 

He recognised the importance of Maxwell's result and enunciated 

equation (2.3) in its present form, applying it to the calculation of 

optimum structural weights. However he went much further than that by 

generalising one of Maxwell's proofs of his theorem by the method of 

virtual work, using, instead of Maxwell's uniform dilatation, the more 

general deformation of (2.6). This led him to sufficient conditions 

for a structure to be an optimum. Be proved the geometric restriction 

of equation (3.3), which determines the classes of orthogonal -ets of 

Ref.1 pp.175 -7 
tt 

Ref.2 
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curves along 

gave figures 

exception of 

He also cave 

transmission 

a spheret. 

which the members of an optimum structure must lie and 

illustrating all the results of section §3.1 with the 

the general integral of equations (3.8) and (3.11). 

an example of a three-dimensional structure for 

of torque, the members of which lie on the surface of 

These important contributions to our subject passed unnoticed 

for some forty years until Foulkes of the Department of Engineering at 

Cambridge University read Michell's paper and realised its theoretical 

importance. He drew the attention of H.L. Cox to the paper and 

so doing created a champion for the cause of direct structural design. 

Cox has done much by lectures and papers to draw the attention of 

engineers to Maxwell's and Michell's results and to convince them of 

the important gains that may well be made by further development 

of this subject. His own important contributions to the practical 

application of, in particlilor„ Maxwell's Theorem are outlined in 

section §2.3 

Reproduced in Ref. 3 , Fig .12 

tt Refs. 3,4 and much unpublished material 



2. Classical Theory for Frame Structures  

X2.1 Maxwell's Theorem 

Consider any frame structure which equilibrates a set of forces 

P. actingatpointswithpositionvectors/7.(i=1,2...n). Let Tt be the 

load carried in a typical tension member with length L  and section area At. 

Let (-Tc) be the load carried in a typical compression member with length 

Lc 
and section area Ac. 

Impose a virtual displacement on the structure which consists of a 

uniform dilatation of space of magnitude 3e, chosen so that the or'2,,in 

for the vectors r. is at rest. Every linear element of space is 

extended by a strain e and so the virtual displacements at the points 

of application of the forces are 

We can thus write, 

Virtual work of the external forces . 	r. 

i=1 

The change in energy of a tension member is 

r  (Tt/At  + Ee)2 	(Tt/At)2  
	  - 	2s 	] At

L
t = Tt

L
t
e 

1. 	2E  

correct to the first order in e, where E is Young's Modulus. The change 

in energy of a compression member is -T Lc  e and so applying the 

Principle of Virtual Work, we find, cancelling e, that 
n  

TtLt 	L = 	. r. c c 	3. 	a. 

i=1 

... (2.1) 

Re f. 1 pp. 175-7 
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where 	
))._J 

are sums over the tension arl compression members 
resp 

If ft and f0 
are the permissible stresses in tension and 

compression and if we assume that all meMbers are stressed to the limit, 

we can write, 
Tt = Atft 

To = A f c c 
... (2.2) 

... (2.3) 
and substituting in (2.1) obtain, 

ftVt - feVc = 	
' ri 

where Vt is the volume of all the tension members and V that of the 

compression members. 

The total volume of the framework V is given by, 

V = Vt 4. Vc 
	 ... (2.4) 

and so using (2.3) we can write, 

V = Vc 	17-) t 
= 

1 1 

f4.  
Vt  (1 + )- F.r ... (2.5) 

We see then that of all the possible frameworks that equilibrate the 

forces P. and satisfy the strength requirement (2.2), the lightest 

structure is the one which has the least volume of compression members or 

alternatively, the least volume of tension members . In particillAr the 

framework, if it exists, all of whose members carry tension or 

alternatively compression loads only, is the lightest framework 

possible among all those which carry the given loads. The volume of 

this optimum structure is given. by (2.5) with Vt  = 0 or Ve  = 0. 

H.L. Cox, Ref.3 



§2.2 Tachell's Theorem 
t 

Consider once more as in §2.1 a series of external forces P. 

actingatr.- .Let D be a domain of space containing the points r.- ; 

in particular D can be the whole of space. Consider then all possible 

frameworks S , contained in D which equilibrate the forces F. and 

which satisfy the limiting conditions of stress (2.2). Let us assume 

that there is a framework S which satisfies the following condition: 

"There exists a virtual deformation of the domain D such that 

the strain along all the members of S is equal to ± e, where e is a small 

positive nuMber, and where the sign agrees with the sign of the end load 

carried by the particular member, and further that no linear element of 

D has a strain numerically greater than e". 	 ... (2.6) 

Michell's Theorem states that the volume V of S is less than or 

equal to the volume V of any of the frameworks S. 

First of all we notice from (2.2),(2.3) and (2.4) that, 

V (ft+ fc)( 
2ftf o  

t 

(ft- fc) P. . 17. LcTc) 2ftfc 
i=1 

... (2.7) 

and so the frame with the least volume is that which has the least value 

of ELtTt + L 
c  Tc  . Secondly we apply the virtual deformation of (2.6) 

c 

Ref.2 

9 
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to any of the frameworks S. The virtual work of the external forces 

will be the same for all the frameworks and so the change in strain energy 

will be the same too. If et' ec 
are the mean values of virtual direct 

strain taken along the lengths of typical tension and compression members, 

the change in strain energy calculated as in the proof of (2.1) is given by 

Change in Strain Energy 
for. any S )TtLtet 

- 	T L e c 

t 	 c 

For the special case of S*  we find from (2.6) that, 

	 ** Mange in Strain Energy . (LT L
t 	1:T*L*:)e t 	 o for S 

	

t 	 c 

Equating these results we find, 

(  
TtLt + 	T L-  c) e = Inj TtLtet c 0 	 L oe o  ( ( 	TtLt  + 	T L )e c c 

t 	c 	 t 	c 	 t 	0 

since by (2.6) we have leti 4 e 	leci 4 e. 	Dividilg by the positive 
number e we see by (2.7) that, 

	

V t V 	 (2.8) 

The actual value of V follows from the Principle of Virtual 

Work. If the virtual displacements corresponding to (2.6) at the points 

ofapplioation0ftheforceso Le.ati-. p are evi  , we have, dividing 

out the e, 

n 

TtLt + 	TcLe 	P. . v. 

i =1 

and so by (2.7), 



(ft 	f ) --1 	
(f
t 
- f

c
) 

V
* 
= 	

c  . ;f c  2ftfc 	
. 	 21 

n 

F r ... (2.9) 

i=1 	 i=1 

The character of the deformation of (2.6) imposes certain 

restrictions upon the layout of members in S . At a node of this frame-

work the directions of the strains ± e, which are along the lines of 

members of S , are principal directions of strain and must thus satisfy 

certain conditions of orthogonality. In a three dimensional framework, 

at a node with three members, there will be no restriction, if the loads 

in the members have the same sign, since in that case the virtual 

deformation is a pure dilatation and therefore isotropic; however, if one 

load is of opposite sign to the others, it must be at right angles to them. 

At a node with four members, there is again no restriction if all loads 

have the same sign; if one member has an opposite load to the other three, 

then it must be orthogonal to them all and so forces them to lie in a plane; 

finally if the members fall into pairs with opposite signed loads then one 

of these pairs must be in line and normal to the other two. The general 

nature of the restrictions is clear from these examples. Similar 

requirethents follow for the layout of optimum Lwo-dimensional frames. 

When the loads at a node have the same sign, there is no restriction. 

A node with two members carrying loads of opposite sign must have these 

members at right angles. A node with three members, one of whT,:: Loads is 

opposite to the two others, must have the two in line and the meml with 

the opposite load at right angles, while one with four members, wi h two 

pairs having opposite signed loads, must have the pairs in line and 

orthogonal to one another. 
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The optimum structure S has another very important property. 

In a general sense, it has greater stiffness than any other structure of S 

‘ 
which satisfies (2.2) without meeting the requirement of (2.6)t. Let us 

thinkofthestcucturesSloadedbyforcesXPactingati,where X is 

a parameter which varies from 0 to 1. The stresses developed are XfT  

in the tension members and X f in the compression members. The strain 

energy stored W is thus, 

= 
x2 
27E' (VTftl, Vcf) 

The displacement "corresponding to the force system P" is by Castigliano's 

First Theorem given by 

( aa) 
f2  + v f2) E TT cc 

X=1 

Substituting from (2.5) for Vt  and. Vo  we find 

[Displacement corresponding to Pi  = i ftfOV + (ft  - (2.10) 

i=1 

The fact that S has the greatest possible stiffness then follows by (2.8). 

§23 Cox's Design Applicationstt 

Applications of the theorems of Maxwell and Michell to simple 

design problems have been mane by H.L. Cox. He has con .aered first of 

all the problem of three coplanar forces. In the case where their point 

of intersection lies within the triarzle formed by their points of 

application, the optimum framework can consist of tension (or compression) 

H.L. Cox. Ref.3 

tt 
Refs. 3,4. 
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members only. Some of his layouts are given in Fig. 2.1. Others can be 

obtained by superposition of these and analogous structures in suitable 

proportions yielding a series of redundant frameworks. Equation (2.5), 

with V = 0, shows that all these structures have equal weight. One can 

remark, as pertinent to the general philosophy, that we have here an 

infinity of solutions, ranging from mechanisms to simply stiff structures 

to structures of any degree of redundancy! 

The case where the point of intersection of the three forces 

lies outside the triangle of points of application is more difficul. 

Cox gives solutions for a number of symmetrical cases including the case 

of parallel forces illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Here the structure consists 

of a circular rod, conceived as the limit of infinitesimal chords pinned 

end to end, two straight members and a continuum of spokes all lying along 

radii of the circle. The radial members are all in tension and the curved, 

member in compression. Michell's criterion (2.6) is satisfied using a 

constant deformation with direct strain e radially and -e 

circumferentially. The fact that this is a consistent strain system will 

be shown later (in§ 3.1); it also follows readily fro!„ B.3 in polar 

coordinates. The structure of Fig. 2.2 is thus an optimum. 

Cox uses this last construction to build up a structure for the 

transmission of a bending moment (see Fig. 2.3). He shows that for 

Vd >4 this structure is considerably lighter than a "simple tie and strut" 

and that for larger values of t/d multiple constructions, on the lines 

of Fig. 2.3, can be even lighter. He produces a competitive 14-;bar 

framework and a variation on Fig. 2.3, in which the circles are replaced 

by spirals, which for 1//d >4 is ligher than any other construction 

considered. These structures for the transmission of bending moments 

are not Michell optimum structures, since they fail to satisfy the 

orthogonality conditions for members with opposite signed loads (§2.2). 

They are however by Maxwell's Theorem the best of their "class". 



FIG 2.1  

P 
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3. Developments in Tao-Dimensions 

0.1 Lines of Principc.1 Strain 

The deformations, associated with two-dimensional Michell optimum 

structures, are by the criterion (2.6) of two kinds. In the first kind 

the principal strains at a point are equal in magnitude and sign and so 

correspond to a state of uniform dilatation. The lines of principal 

strain are thus completely indeterminate and as remarked before there is 

no restriction on the layout of the corresponding structure. The 

situation is quite different for the second kind of deformation in which 

the principal strains are equal and opposite, say +e nd -e ; 

here the lines of principal strain are restricted to c. jai n classes of 

orthogonal curves. This can be seen as follows. 

Let us take the lines of principal strain as coordinate curves 

for a system of curvilinear coordinates (a,0). The formulae of 

Appendix A will then apply with w = 	and those of Appendix B at they 

stand. The state of strain under consideration is defined. by 

eaa =e , i319 
=-e 	e 	=0 

447  

Substitution from (3.1) in the compatibility equation (B.3) yields, 

cancelling (-2e) 

a 
a

(1 aB 
ce A aa 

(3.1) 



Equation (A.17) which must be satisfied in any coordinate system yields 

7t 
with w = 

a (1 
as ) + 

a 
T. 

(1 aA 
-A. a 	e 	a 

We see then that our lines of principal strain must be such as to i fly, 

a (1 ant_   
as A eat 0, a 

ag (B a(3} ... (3.2) 

Reference to (A.16) shows that these results can be written 

a2*  
- 0 aag 

A2 ,,, 
or 	'"? = 0 aaae ▪ (3.r 

where these last are not independent since *2 = *I 	7V2. This 

equation can be integrated as, 

= 	F1 (a) + F2 63 	412 	2 
	 • 	(3.4) 

where Fi  and F2 are arbitrary functions. Equation (A.16) then gives 

the following results, which also follow directly from (3.2) 

aA 
B ag = 	11(4  

an 
= F(f9)  A as ... (3.5) 

The form of equation (3.3) shows that our lines of principal strain 

have the same form as the slip lines for two-dimensional perfect plastic flowt. 

This means that we can make use of much of the known developments in this 

field. Some of the integrations which follow, parallel corresponding 

processes in. Plasticity Theory, but as the methods used are standard 

mathematics, it cannot be said that we are really using the analogy. 

However, it may well be that this analogy could yield fruitful suggestions. 

See Ref.5, Equation (23) 

= 0 
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The integration of (3.5) is by no means a straightforward process. 

However progress can be made at the expense of a slight restriction of 

generality. Let us assume that the derivatives Fl(a) and FA S') of (3.5) 

maintain a constant sign over the region of the plane in which our 

structures will lie. Reference to (A.16) shows that, since 
SUS_ Fund 
a ec 

116 cannot vanish, there can be no points of inflexion on our lines of 

principal strain. 'This is the meaning of our restriction in geometrical 

terms. 

Lot us now apply the transformation. of (A.18) to 3.5). We Jim?" 

1 aAdFi 	1 af 	Log  
' da ' A 	= dpi • 

where the upper or lower signs must be taken according as 

is positive or negative. Choosing pl and p2  so that, 

(Pi 	= ± 	 F2 	y2(1g) 1 = ±P 

or since F; and F2 do not vanish, writing, 

ci(a) = F/-1(±i) , 	y2(3) = 12(±i6) 

where F1-1, F2-lare the functions inverse to Fi  p F2 and the ,pper and lower 

signs are now to be taken accordingly as F.r Fz is positive or negativet,  

we can write the transform of (3.5), omitting the bars, in the form, 

1 3A 	 1 aB 
E.157 = —1 	X 	=1 	 ... (3.6) 

Equations (A.16) in conjunction with (3.6) shaw that with an appropriate 

choice of reference direction far *1  we can write in our new coordinates, 

This is equivalent to the previous convention since 

and so (Ft . FP . (dcp/id"ci . dchidiP) = 1 

dy2 
=±1, 	=±1 ap 
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Vi = a + 	= 	 ... 0.7) 

Then A,B have been found equation (3.7) together with (A.5) and (A.8) 

will enable the determination of intrinsic equations for the lines of 

principal strain. 

Equations (3.6) yield, 

a2A  
-a- -a-0  + A = 0 

a2B  
sc--raT, B = 0 

the first of which can be integrated in the form, t 

a 

A = H1(a) + H2C(3) 	31(iHi(g) + H2(71)i 	 ... (3.8) 

0 0 

where 11/, H2 are arbitrary functions and J(w) is the Bessel Functiontt 

w2  n 
JO)) = 1 +W+ 	 f'-'23 	*OS 	 V,00 (:)°9) 

(21)

2 

(n!)2 

which satisfies wJ"(w) + V(w) - J(w) = 0 	
(3.10) 

J(0) = 1 

The first of (3.6) and (3.8) then give 

a 	a j9 

B = -H'2  (R)+ aH2(18)-11 Hi(g)c14 	fHi(g).4- H261)}(g-a).-71(g-a)(fi-11)]&11 

... (3.11) 

Ref.6 Tome III *499 

ti 
J(w) = I0(2-47) for w > 0 and J(w) = Jo(21r) far w <0 . 
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We have obtained in (3.8), (3.11) general in'egrals of our equations for 

A,B depending upon two arbitrary functions H/  and H2. These .3sults 

however are not very simple in form. 

An important special case occurs when A = kB where k is a 

positive constant. The integrals for this are most easily Obtained from 

(3.6) directly. We find, 

A = kB = Keka19/1c  

where K is a positive constant. The intrinsic equations for the 

lines of principal strain are by (A.5), (A.8) and (3.7) given by 

si  = x s-{9/k1Leg*I-fi) - 

s2  = _Keka[s—(4f2—a-7/2)/k 

(3.12) 

... (3.13) 

where we have taken si  as measured from a = 0 and s2  from Q = 0. 

The Cartesian forms follow from (A.7) and (A.10) and with a particular 

choice of origin can be written, 

K 	(k+i)*/-9(k+1/k) 
x 	=(1-7i7" e  + Ki 

and 	x + iy = K 	e (i-1/k)iir2+a (k+1/k)+7t /2k 

Substituting from (3.7) for  *i  and 112 and identifying the resulting 

expressions, which are special cases of (A.3), we find that El = 0 and 

K  	ka-A/k + ila40-tan-1(1/k)1 	ito x + iy - v144:2  e 	 = pe • • (3.14) 

introducing polar coordinates p, w . The equations for the coordinate 

curves in polar coordinates follow from (3.14), which gives, 
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p  K eka-g/k = a+ p 	(1 /k) 
,11-Fk 2  

and so we find, 

a-curves 

dzayrVOF1 

IC 	kco-13(k+1/k)+k tan-1(1/k) 
p = 7====-  e 

vl+k2  

K 	e-0/k+a(k+1/k)-(1/k)tan-1(1/k) P = 
1+k2 

(3.15) 

We see that both these sets of curves are equi-angular spirals with 

angles tan-1(1/k) and tan-2(-k) respectively. The two sets are 

orthogonal and circulate the origin in opposite directions. 

The solutions obtained so far, besides ruling out inflexions, 

rule out the case where a set of coordinate curves are straight lines. 

If one of the a-curves is a straight line 
ai- = 0 or by (3.4) Fi(a) = 0 P 

on this line, which means of course 211  = 0 everywhere and so all the Pa 

a-curves are straight. This means by (3.5) that, 

A = F(a) 	B = F(/75) F3(a) + G(Q) 

where F3 and G are arbitrary functions. 

Choosing a as the length along our straight lines, i.e. taking F3(a) =a , 

and since 2••••:9- = F2(/5), which does not vanish if the i curves have no 

inflexions, choosing as the angle *2  , i.e. taking F“(3) = 1, we can 

write: 
A = 1, B=a +G(() ... (3.16) 

ttan y = rap/dr, where y is the angle between the radius vector 
and the tangent. 
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The a-curves are straight lines depending upon a single parameter 0 

and so envelope the "evolute" of the 0-curves for which they are the 

normals. The /9-curves are of course the "involutes" and both sets of 

coordinate curves are in this case completely defined by the "evolute" 

which by (3.16) has the equation 

a 	G(0) = 0 	 ... (3.17) 
The evolute must of course be outside the region surveyed by our 

coordinate system. 

An interesting special case is obtained when the evolute 

degenerates to a point. Our coordinate curves then become the set of 

rays through the point and the set of concentric circles. This is the 

layout used in Fig. 2.2 and our present result shows that this is a 

Michell optimum design. 

The case where both sets of coordinate curves are straight lines is 

almost trivial. Here we can take a,40 as Cartesian coordinates and write, 

A = B = 1 
	

(3.18) 

In summary we can say that the layouts of Michel optimum 

structures, for the case where the associated principal strains are 

equal and opposite and where inflexions are ruled out, take the forms 

defined by, firstly, (3.8) and (3.11), which depend upon two arbitrary 

functions, and includes the special case (302), secondly (3.16), which 

depends upon one arbitrary function and finally (3.18) which has nothing 

arbitrary about it at all. 
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A' jif). 2 Conlitions of laluilil-)rium 

The considerations of §3.1 give guidance for the choice of layout 

for an optimum structure. The determination of the required sizes of 

members results from a consideration of equilibrium conditions. The 

investigation of this matter necessitates a choice of structural form. 

In this section we will continue to deal with frameworks, but will 

specialise our studies to the case of continuous distributions with 

perhaps concentrated members along isolated lines, for example along edges. 

72e shall thus be treating plane structures consisting of double arrays of 

closely spaced fibres,- which for the optimum case must lie along the lines 

of principal strain for Michell's virtual deformation of (2.6), i.e. along 

the a and /3 coordinate curves considered in §3.1. 

The case where Michell's principal strains are equal must be 

considered first. Here there is no restriction upon layout at all as long 

as the structure transmits the applied loads by members entirely in 

tension or alternatively compression. The example of §2.3 shows that 

there may well be an infinite number of alternative structures, which by 

Maxwell's Theorem are of equal weight. It is quite clear that this 

multiplicity is a general property ani so our problem is really to pick 

out simple yet adequate designs from the infinite possibilities. 7e shall 

therefore restrict ourselves to orthogonal layouts of fibres. 

Since our structural elements are continuously distributed?  their 

magnitude is properly described by their equivalent thicknesses ti  and t2  

in the a and /3 directions respectively. This means for example that 

across a width Bd/3 normal to the cirlirection, there pass members whose 

total cross section area is t/B4g. Now in the present case the stress 
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in all the members could be ft and so, in the notation c 

Ti  = t ift  , 	T2 = t2ft 
	

S = 0 
	

• • • 3.19) 

Substituting in (B.4) we-then obtain, 

-07(Bt1 ) - as 
t2  = 0 

8A (At ) 	t = 0 ap 2 80  1 

which may be written, 

at + 1 B 8B 
1 	- 

(t -t,) = 0 , aa 	aa  
Lt2. _ at:\ e  t 	o as,  ... (3.20) 

The boundary conditions (B.5) for the case where there is no edge 

member becomes, 

fttlsine = Fn 
sine + Ft cos() 	 ... (3.21) 

f
t
t
2
case = Fn case - Ft sine 

Our problem for any given layout is to find solutions ti  > 0 and 

t2  a 0 of (3.20) which satisfy (3.21) on the boundary. 	shall discuss 

the possibility of resolving this problem in §3.3. 

The case where Michell's principal strains are equal and opposite 

and where our intersecting fibres carry opposite signed stresses ft  and 

-fc, will have stress resultants given by, 

Ti = ti ft  , 	T2  = -t2f0 	S = 0 	 ... (3.22) 

Or, of course ( -f). However (3.20) is the same in both cases. 
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Equations (B.4) an (B.5) give for this case, 

8 	8B 	 a I 	. 	aA 
aa Oft1 t ) aa fc2 = t 	o W 

	

"fet2) 	f = 0 	.** (3.2-) 

and, 

ftti sine = Fn sine Ft cose 	 ... (3.24) 
fet2  cos() = -Fn  cos° + Ft  sine 

These equations are similar to those for the previous case, but it 

must be remembered of course that here the coordinate curves are limited 

to the special forms studied in §3.1. In the general case covered by 

(3.6) we can write, 

__31t 	
, 	, ,, 	a kAfct2  ) 	-1 	(,,,,f1t2) a  (-Bftti) 

These are of the same form as (3.6) itself and so possess integrals 

analogous to (3.8) and (3.11). We then find, 

a 	13, 
1'2 t2  = Ki(a)A- K2(P)- 

J 

d fiK1WA-  IC-2(1) itTR-a)(3--n)}(17-1 

0 	0 

Bftti = K CO )- ccK2 03)7 IC-1 ()g 	g Itq  ()..1-  K2 (11)1 
	(3.25) 

0 
	

° x .31 (-a) ((-fn) jdr) 

where Eli , K2  arc arbitrary and A,B,J arc given by (3.8),(3-9)3(3.11). 

For the special case of (3.12) we find from (3.23) that, 

f  t as 	k(ftti+ fct2) = o 

C 



'r2  Ti k 
... (3.28) 
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It is convenient to transform this as follows 

fttI 	 = T2 e =T e
-ka+g/k 	 -ka+#/k 

where, 	 (-T /k) = , 	(-Tt/k) 
aT2 

T2 as 
= — 1 

Comparison with (3.6) gives once more a general solution of the form, 

a # 

T2 = Ll(a)-FL2(0)-81a!PLi(g)4J2(11)101(g-a)(3-11)idl 

0 
a •# 

Tilk = 	(#)-aL2(i3)-flii (g)dg-fdg €Li(g) 	01) I (g-a).11  (g-cc) (9—n) idai 
0 0 

• • • (3.26) 

(3.27) 

   

   

where Li  and L2  are arbitrary functions. A special solution analogous 

to (3.12) can be written, 

where ki and K1  are positive constants. 

The special case of (3.16) gives far (3.23): 

a r 	r 	 8 -Ft  Lfttita + G(l3)f]  + fct2  = 0 	(f
C  t2 

 ) = 0 

which yields, 

F a 
f
t
t
1 

= 
+ a 	

f
c
t2  = Fi(a) 	 (3.29) 

where, F(a) and G1(0) are arbitrary functions. Finally, the particIllAr  

case of (3.18), gives the obvious result that ti  and t2  must be constants. 
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§3.3 F.Jrmu.17.4.-,in of the ',.;(-mer•_-:11. Pr. :blem 

The problem of determining the optimum arrangement of fibres, which 

will equilibrate a given system of forces applied to the boundary of a 

region, can now be formulated.. The two systems of fibres must carry 

constant stresses f1 and f2  which must have the values, 

fi  = ft or fe 	
f2 = ft or -fc 

The layout of the fibres must determine an orthogonal curvilinear 

▪ (3.30) 

coordinate system (cc,f3) for which the functions A,B satisfy, by (A.17) 

with u= 0 and (3.2) 

( 	a '1 aA, ) (f i  f2 >0) aaA aa 	13 af3 

a (1 m, 	a 	at,. 
aaA aa) = 	 = 0 	f2<0) ag  B ag 

• (3.31) 

The equivalent thicknesses t1  and t2  of the fibres must satisfy the 

differential equations of equilibrium, which by (B.) 'balm the form, 

k(Bfi-0 -asf2 t2  . 0 , aA a , 	(1.f2  t2 ) •-• 	fi t,. 0 • (3.32) 

The boundary, which we assume known in the intrinsic form 9 = (go.), 

where cp is the angle between the reference direction used for *1  in 

Appendix A and the positive direction along the tangent to the boundary, 

must 'be expressed as in (A.20) in terms of bi (o-) arri b2 (cr). 	The 

relevant equations are (A.22) , (A.16) and (A.11) , with mr = 0 ; we can 

thus write, 

This is of course not essential for the case fi f2  > 0, but is assumed in 
the interest of simplicity! 
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ibim,b2(a)] 
y(.) @A (- 	da 	8B  

B o5 	T. 7 '1-1  

(ao e.) 
coso  = Aibi(c), bz(a)i • 101(a) 

sine = B[bl(c), b2(0-) . b;(00 

whore (a„go) is the point at which *1  is assumed to be zero. 

The equilibrium conditions at the boundary must be satisfied. 

The appropriate equations follow from 03.5) v..th T = 0 i.e. 

fi ti  sine = Fnsin0 Ft  cos$ 

f2t2  close = Fncose - Ft  sing 

+0 

... (3.33) 

(3.34) 

Finally the solution far t1  and t2  must obviously satisfy the 

conditions: 

ti 	0 	t2  3 0 	 (3.35) 

The mathematical problem presented by the equations (3.30) 

to (3.35) is a formidable one. Furthermore we have no guarantee that, 

for any boundary and any distribution of force, a solution exists. 

Special solutions given in §3.1+  below show that the problem can be 

solved in certain cases, but a study of the boundary conditions (3.34) 

shows that for some loading conditions, solutions cannot exist unless 

the boundary has special forms. A pertinent problem would thus 

appear to be the determination of the restriction that must be 

im-oosed upon the forces and the boundaries to ensure the existence 

of a Michell optimum design. 

Some guidance can be Obtained in relation to the ambiguities of 

(3.30) and to other more general matters by a consideration of (3.34). 
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If Ft = 0 every where, vie h-lve: 

or 

or 

6 = 0 and f2t2  = Fn  

6 = i/2 and f1  t1  = Fn  

ti = f2 t2 = Fn 

... (3.36) 

and so if Fn has the same sign, say positive, everywhe.e, we must 

take fi  = f2  = ft. If on the other hand. Fn is sometimes positive 

and sometimes negative, the boundary must be built up of pieces of 

coordinate curves, a-curves (e = 0) say.  where Fn 	d.>0 an 1g-curves 

(e = 1.c/2) for Fn< 0. We shall then have f2  = f2  and. fi  = -fc  and .., 

furthermore the boundary must have right angled corners at all the 
9 

zeros of Fn 	
If F

n 
= 0 everywhere we first notice that e = 0 and 

t2  = 0 or 6 = 7;72 and ti = 0 at the zeros of Ft  i.e. one of the 

coordinate curves must touch the boundary at these points. At these 

zeros too tang and cote change sign and so fi ts  has the.same sign 

everywhere and likewise f2t2  , but opposite to fits. It follows that 

one of f1, f2  is f
t 

and the other (-fc), everywhere on the boundary. 

In the intermediate cases where the resultant of F
n, Ft is neither 

normal nor tangential to the boundary one can by an appropriate choice 

of e arrange that the signs of fi , f2  are the same or opposed, but 

variation of the general direction of the external farce from cAtwards 

to inwards will give rise to similar problems like those induced by 

the zeros of F
n. 

The equations (3.31) which determine the coordinate curves have, 

at least in their form appropriate to fi f,i<Ot, been studied thoroughly 

in fi3.1. 

These can of course be used for the case f i f:a >0 .as well. 



Reasonably general inte-s-.als have been obt-tned, although their form is 

not too convenient. However, if one adopts the point of vie that the 

business of optimum structures is still partly an art, then the material , 

obtained can form the basis for the construction of an enormous variety 

of layouts, which can be used as judgement, intuition or even hunches may 

direct, as trial arrangements for the solution of any given problem. 

All:ernatively, they can be used as in 	below, to construct 

artificial problems. 

Once appropriate values of f1  and f2  are chosen and a layout 

decided with determinate A and B, then our remaining problems can be 

resolved. The problem presented by (3.33), that of determining values 

of a p  and 6 on the boundary can be resolved, if not analytically, at 

least graphically, by drawing out the boundary and superimposing a grid 

of a and 19 curves. The problem of the determination of the sizes of 

members tl  and t2, equations (3.32), (3.34), can then be resolved, 

perhaps by the analysis of §3.2, but certainly by the usual numerical 

methods of integrating step by step the hyperbolic differential 

equations along their characteristic lines. This last step however 

faces us with new difficulties. It is not usual to have to integrate 

hyperbolic differential equations subject to boundary conditions on 

closed curves and rightly so, since, as is easily seen)  restrictions 

have to be imposed upon the possible boundary values on different parts 

of a closed curve. Consider the problem of integrating (3.32) in the 

region bounded by the curve ABCD of Fig.3.1. This curve is the transform 

of our real bounding curve in a plane where a, j9 are rectangular 

coordinates. We assume by (3.34) that the values of t1  and t2  are known 

on ABCD. Since t1, t2  are known nn AB they can be found at all points 



fits = f2t2 = F.1(a) a • (3.37) 
give, 

F1(a) + F2(/)  

• 
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within the closed region /la bounded by the curve AB and the 

characteristics AE, BE through its end points. Similarly values of 

t i, t2  can be found in the closed region BCF using the given values on 

BC. 10 shall then have two distinct determinations r,f ti  and t2  on the 

line BF. These must agree with one another and so must imply 

restrictions upon the boundary conditions on BC i.e. on Fn  and Ft. 

In fact a knowledge of t1, ti on BF and t2  alone on BC determines t1  

and t2  in BCF and in particulnr on BC! It may be that a specially 

chosen layout will avoid these difficulties, but this is a question 

which cannot be answered with our existing knowledge. 

.24- Srenial Solutions 

The general problem is clearly too difficult to solve and so, 

as in other fields, we must turn to "inverse methods", which assume a 

solution, or at any rate a layout, and examine what particular problems 

are solved by this assumption. 

Let us begin with the special case of (3.16) which arises when 

G = O. Here the evolute becomes a point and the coordinates (a,/9) 

become polar coordinates, with radii and concentric circles for 

coordinate curves. With the values A = 1, B = a the equations (3.32) 

where F1, F2  are arbitrary functions. On circular bounanries (0=7/2) 

and rnaial boundaries (edJ) we have by (3.34), 

circular boundaries F
n = fit

l y F
t 
= 0 

radial boundaries 	Fn 
= f2t2$  F

t 
= 0 J 

▪ (3.38) /...,.N.1747 
- 

.41C 
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The part of the solution velich depends on Fi cmi be used to illustrate 

the points nade in discussing (3.36). I wk.: take F1  >0, but with 

F4 < 0, we must write f /  = ft  and f2  = -fc
. Taking the region bounded. 

by trio radii and to circles, we have the case where the radial 

boundaries are urrler normal pressure and. the circular bounclaries under 

norLal tension, and, as predicted, we have four right-angled corners. 

The case where P. = -FIX(F> 0), F2  = 0 requires f1  = f2  = -fc  

and. solves the problem of a circular disc under radial pressure P by 

filling in the circle with fibres of constant equivalent thicknesses 

t1  = t2  = Pifc 	 SOO (3039) 

The case P. = 0, F2 > 0 consists of radial spokes 

transmitting tensions of varying amounts. The point rx = 0 is now a 

singular point and is in general a "centre of pressure" and the point 

of application of a "concentrated force". Applied to a wedge this 

solution gives a concentrated tension whose line of action lies within 

the angle of the wedge. The case where F2 is constant gives a 

symmetrical load, whose reaction can be collected. by a circular member 

in compression. Adding radial edge members gives us Fig. 2.2 once again. 

A second example is fecrnishod by (3.12) which gives coordinate 

curves in the form of equi.-angular spirals (3.15). A special solution 

for t i  and t 2  for the case f i = ft, f2  = -fc  is given in (3.26) and 

(3.28). Let us adopt this with k1  = k. We then obtain by (3.14), 

K1K2 ft  t = fc 2̀ 	(1 + k p 2 	 • • • (3. 20) 

The origin p W  0 must be excluded. Let us consider a region of the 

plane bounded internally by a circle p = constant. The loading at this 

bounc3nry will be of constant magnitude by (3. /40 and o constant 
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inclination to the radius by the defining property of equi-angular 

spirals and so will consist of a uniform normal tension and a uniform 

tangential traction. For a suitable value of k (k = 1)  when ft= f0) 

the normal tension will be zero and we shall be left with the 

tractions whose resultant will be a couple. (Fig.3.2). 

The origin p = 0 is thus a "centre of pressure" and a centre of 

"concentrated torque". This solution can be applied to the transmission 

of torque from the inner boundary to the outer boundary of a circillaY.  

ring (Fig.3.2). 
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FIG 3•I 
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4. Plates 

§4.1 Michell Type Theorem for a Plate 

Consider the set of plates P of varying thickness t, 

which equilibrate given coplanar external forces with a stress 

distribution, having principal stresses f1  ana f2,' which satisfy 

maximum shear stress criterion of yielding, namely, 

(Greatest minus least of fij  f2, 0) 4 Y 	.. • 

where Y is the tension-compression yield stress. We assume that 

there is a plate P* of the set P, with principal stresses ft , 	Jo 

which satisfies the conditions: 

) 	( Greatest minus least of f* 	, 0) = Y 

(2) There exists a virtual strain system, with principal strains 

ei  and e2  and principal directions coinciding with those of the 

principal stresses ft , f2 , whose magnitude depends upon a constant 

number e > 0 and is such that, if 

e1(1-21)2)-ue2 	 c,(1-2v2  
ei 

(1-112) 	 62 — 	(1V2 

then, in regions where faf*.)0 and f* = Y, one has ei= e, ez= 0 1 	1 

11 

11 

f*>0) f* 2 

faf*)0 11 

2 

f*)0 a f* 1 

) f ie f* 

> f*>f* 1 

f-f* = Y, 1 

f* 	= YA 

f*-f* = Y 2 1 

-f*2  =Y 

-f* =Y 

11 	11 ei= e, e2= -e 

11 
	

" el= 0, ez= e 

Ir 	1/ 
	ei=-e, e2= e 

tr 	It ei= 0, ez= -e 

ei=-e, 62 =  ° 

... (i..2) 

file assume conventional plate theory, in spite of the varying t . 



Lot us now apply the virtual strain system of condition (2) in 

• 
(i.2) to all the plates P . Since the virtual work of the external 

• forces is the same in all cases, the increments of strain energy induced 

in the plate will also have the same value. If the stress components 

in a general plate P referred to the principal directions of our 

virtual strain, are fil, f22  and f72  , then the increment of 'strain 

energy W for this.  plate is given by, 

IV 
= ff 	

E 	N) 	c,  

2E {:[ fl 	1511)2 )
f

i ve2)32  + t1221- T1Z77)(e2+ vei )}2 

-2v[f 1/+(T:77)(ei +ve2)lif22+(771)(e2+vel  )1+2(11-v)42  

-IfT1+12-2vf11  f22+2(1+v)fhl 
j 
 dA 

where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio and the integration 

with respect to area is taken over the region of the plane, which is 

occupied by the plate P. Developing the terms in the integrand and 

neglecting second order terms in the strains, we find, using the 

definitions of e. and e2  in (4.2) that, 

W 	=J J  t ( f il  el 	f22  62 )(3.1]. 	 O.0 (4.3) 

For the plate P* we have f11  = fi , f22  = q and so taking 

account of the conditions of (4.2) we find, 

w* = 	= Ye V* 

where W* and t* apply to P* and V* is its volume. 

Equation W* and Wye find, 

... 	(4. 2+) 
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YeV* =1 t(fii 	f22e2)dA 

es 

fitfi 	+ fit( 	f" )0dA fitf22edA 

(C) 

ilt(f22-  fit)edA flt(-f22)edA fit(-fii)ocIA 	(4.5) 

(d) 	 (e) 	 (f) 

where the region of integration has been split into the regions 

designated (a) to (f) in (4.2) and use has been made of the va-ues of 

el , 62 given in this same equation. Now by the properties of 

principal stresses and (4.1) we see that, 

'fill < max. Ifil,if213 4 Y and similarly 11'22 1 4 Y. 

'Again by (4.1) the max. shear stress in the plane of the plate 

cannot exceed Y/2 and so by a known formula, 

(f., 	- f77)2 	2 

2 	fl2 < (-2X)2  

This implies 
f221 < Y • 

± fil < Y , ± f22 < Y 3 ± (fil '' f22) . 	 "' (4.6) 

Applying (4.6) to (4.5) we deduce that, 

.1 
YeV* 

I 
4 	tYedA = YeV 

where V is the volume of a general plate P. Since Ye is positive 

we have, 

V* < V 	 (4.7) 

The plate P* which satisfies 

other plate of the set P. 

(4.2) has as small a volume as any 

Hence, 
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The actual v:lume V* cnn be calculated from the virtual work of 

the external forces. If the fo,:.cos are specified as in §2.2 by P. and 

if the virtual displacements, at the points of application of these 

forces,c3rresrcnding t3thestraillsYstemof(4.2)areev-- then, the 

E 
virtual work is 	P. c.lr and so by (4.4) irefind, 

1 I 

= Y 	
F
i 
 . v. ... (4.8) 

§4.2 Development of the Theory for a Plate  

The virtual strain system of (4.2) has principal strains el  , 

e2 given by, 

(1-v2 )!(1-2v2 )ei + e /  - (1_5v2+ 41)4) ve2i - veri-(1-2v2 )e2  
1-5v2+ 41 4 ) 

 

5 ,1.8 (459) 

where ei 	e2  are defined in 4.2). We see that the strains are 

constant and further that (el-e2) does not vanish. Substitution in 

(B.3) then gives an equation, which combined with (A.17) with m = 112, 

gives, just as in (3.2) the equations 

A. (1 4E) _ 	 = 0 • as A da 	ag B ag .... (4.10 

The theory of §3.1 is thus valid for this case too and the principal 

strain lines determined there can be used as principal stress lines 

for optimum plate designs. 

The equations of equilibrium can be written by writing 
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T1 = tf1 	T2  = tf2  , 	S = Ot  • (4.11) 

in (B.4), which yields, 

 

  

b22  = o , i(Atf2) — Pap 	= ▪ (4.12) 

  

In addition by (4.2) the stresses must satisfy rne of the following, 

f/  = 	Y , 	f2  = 	Y , 	fi  -f2  = ± Y 	 ... (4.13) 

This :fives us three equations for t, fl ,.f2, which would appear to 

be sufficient. However the strains correspondong to fl  

compatible. This moans by (B.3) and (4.10) that, 

B a 	,1 	a ll. 	vf2)1 —(f2— vfi + 	B 	1  aa A a 

b (1+u)(f1-f2)} 	:iEr  -aa-i!)*(1÷17)(fi-f2)} 

and f2  must be 

= o 	... (4.14) 

Finally by (4.11) and (B.5) we have at an unreinforced boundary, 

tfisina nsine + Ftcase 	
". (4.15) 

tf2cose = Fncose Ftsine 

Our present problem has yielded a superfluity of equations. 

Equations (4.10), (4.12), (4.15) and (4.14) are six equations between 

the five unknowns A, B, t, fl  and f2. This is very restrictive on 

kinds of solutions and may well mean that only very special 

distributions of Fn
, F

t can be accommodated in (4.15). One way of 

obtaining consistency is, as we shall see in §4.3, to assume that f/  

and f2  are constants. This makes (4.14) an identity, but removes fl 

and f2  from the list of variables. 

We now omit the * on fi and f2  for simplicity. 
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f')..3 Constant Stress 2-,Ivt:t.or-.. 

Let us now assume that the stresses fi, f2  are constant. 

Equation (4.13) gives ono relation between them, but does not fix them 

completely. However (4.1) restricts their values to certain ranges, 

but among all the possibilities, every ratio fiif2  bet q -co and ÷ oo 

can occur. We can thus leave the values of fi  and fi 	n fbr the 

moment, until indeed we have to consider the boundary c,_Aditions. 

The equilibrium equations (4.12) integrate in the forms: 

a ( 	 a ---t f, log t ÷(fi-f2) log Bi = 0 	 t 
aoc 	•  -(f l -f2 ) log AA = 0 

We see immediately that if fi  = f2  , 

t = constant (fi  =f2} 	 ... (4.16) 

Substituting in the boundary conditions (4015) and writing by (4.13) 

fi  = f2  =±Y we then find 

Fn  = ± tY , 	Ft = 0 
	 ... (4. 1 7) 

The case f/  = f2  thus solves any problem of uniform normn1 stress 

applied to a boundary by the not unexpected solution of a uniform 

thickness plate! 

Assuming from now on that fi  / f2  and writing, 

f, 	 fi 	 i 
- 

(fl -f2) 	
P2 = 77 i:7 

we see that the equilibrium conditions imply, 

A = Fil(a)tP1  p 	S = F2(13)tr2  

where F1  and F2 are arbitrary functions. However using a 

... (4-.18) 



transformstlaft liD (Arnie) namely, 

• a (s) 	P = 'VP) 
gnash is reversible, minim from the nature of A.,13 and t, P; and PI 
are am signed namely positive, w• find 

A= I Fl(a) 	B= E Fgo) 

wed so • osittLag the bars, .we can write finally, 

A a t
P1 	

B = t
P2 	

... (4..19) 

21112 sqUations (4.10) integrate in the fbrm 

B Pa(s) 	
BB 

= A F4(0) ea 

Itben 	1.4 are arbitrary functions. Substitution from (4.19) 

elves on intogration, aims pt  + pa + 1 a 0, 

2p1+1 

PI t 	fita(a)+ Fs(12) +T 

unless pi  a p, = - 7  and then 

a'  -t t2P2+1 04 (0)+F.(0) 2P2 ) 
• (4.20) 

- 	t 
	

is&s(a)+ Ps(a), 	- 23.0g  t 	)+ Fe (0) 	(4.21) 

where Fig  cad 4 are arbitrary funotione. The oonaiatanoy of (4.20) 

and (4.21) give reapeotivell, 

pot  
(2p1+1)(24,2+11" fis(a)+ re(a)11a4(,9)4. Fowl ▪ (4.22) 

04( 4 ) + is(e) 	04(0) Ps(0) 
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1 
The speci-1 case pi  = 72  = - 	gives, by (4.18), 

Equation (4.13) then shows that we must have 

= -f2 . 

fi  = ± Y/2 	f2 = Y/2 	 ... (4.24) 

which may be compared to the Michell solution of Section 3 with 

fi = fT'  f2  = -fC. Equation (4.23) has the solution, 

F3(a) = ci a + 03  f 	P4  (0) = Cig 	c2  , 	F5  (a) = c2a + C4 
F6(6) = c3Q + 04  

where ci , c2, 031  04  are constants, and so by (4.19), (4.21) we can 

write, 

A = B = t
-1/2 = eCig0+02a+C&O+04 ... (4.23) 

A special case can be studied using (3.12) with k = 1 if 

we write, 

ci = 0 02 = 03 = e  4 = K 

The lines of principal stress are equi-angular spirals with angle 

W4 (see(3.15)]. Fig.3.2 applies to this case and shows that the 

external loading for a circular hole is a uniform tangential traction, 

whose resultant is a torque. Comparison. between (4.25) and (3.10 

shows that t varies as, 

t =2p 	 ... (4.26) 

where p is the distance from the centre of the circle. We thus see 

that the optimum design for the transmission of a uniformly applied 

torque from a circular hole in a plate consists of a plate whose 

thickness varies inversely as the square of the distance from the 

centre of the hole. Inspection of (3.44) for the case of a fibre 

mesh shows direct comparison with this case. 
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Another interesting example can be obtained by writing, 

C1 = C3 = 0  

a4,1  Equation (A.15) gives -Y.-- = 0 and so the a-curves are straight lines. • 
as 

Also 	= c2  and so *2 = 020 for an appropriate reference direction. 

Equation (2.,.; gives, 

C2a4C4' 
2  = c 

C2  

measurimg, s2  from = 0. This is a circle of radius p given by, 

1 	c2cri-o4  
P = C2 

.Our principal directions are thus radii and concentric circles and 

the loan on a circular hole is a uniform normal tension ac pressure. 

Equation (4.25) shows that the optimum variation of t is given by, 

2-1 t 
c2P 

... (L.27) 

Another special case is given by p1  = 0 , p2  = -1 or 

f2 = 	, f. = .4.: Y. For this we have, 

A = 1, 	B = t 1  = a F4(B) + F6((3) 

The a-curves are straight lines which envelope an evolute given.: (4.28)  by 

a F4(6) 	F6(p) = 0 	 ... (4.29) 

and the Q--curves are the involutes. The degenerate case of 

concentric circles and radii can be applied to a wedge under tension 

due to normal traction on the circular boundaries, but not to a hole in 

a plate since in that case the displacements given by (B.2) are not 	.).0r44(1,  
4c  C A 

consistent; me have in fact a dislocation. 	 4 
44:) 
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The cenc.ral case of arbitrary pi , p2 yields by (4.22), 

r 
F3 (a) _11( 

2111 +1 ) (C2 a+c3  ) 

F43) = (21-12X3l'el0-Pc4) 

Pi C4, 	 
F5 (GC 	(2p1+1)(02a+C3) 

p,c,  

	

F6(0) - (2p2+1)(c1R+04) 	

where c1, C21 c31 c4  are arbitrary constants. 

Equation (4.20) then gives, 

(
f124)(fi-f2)/(fi+f2) 

c2a+o3 

and (4.19) 

... (4.30) 

A = 
(12.:i _c4)fz/(fi+f2) 

C 2 afe 3 

(aLtsAj-fii(fi +1.0 
c2a4.c3  • (4.31) 

The resulting coordinate curves are of spiral form and as in the 

case of (4.25) with ci / 0 reveal the novel feature of containing 

"points of inflexion". These were ruled out in our previous 

discussion in §3.1. 

./4i:1L. 1-ta.  Alternative 

A direct attack upon the problem of the optil_am design of plate 

structures has been suggested by the present writer T. Let us refer our 

plate to rectangular Cartesian axes 0(x,y). The components of the 

tRef. 7 



	

yy 	 axay
2/ 	 021 

'(.3 X2 yy V 	 \ 	f ) = 2 (1 + ) 
xx CY' XX 

---kf 	' 
a2  f 

... (4.33) 

1,5 - 

stress ter2.E:.r xx  
f , f .y 	

may, % f
y 
 %then multiplica by the variable 

y  

thickness t , may be derived from a stress function U by, 

ti} 	, .P27-1 	tf 	P = E 
DJ 	yy iax2 

a2U  tf xy 	axay 
... (4.32) 

This ensures that equilibrium is satisfied thou ;bout the plate. 

Compatibility of strain requires, 

A yield condition, such as the lases-Iiencky criterion, must be 

imposed, giving, 

f2 	f
y
2
y 	x 

f
x 

f
yy 	x 

3f2 
y 
 e 3q2 

M%  
.34) 

where q is the yield stress for pure shear. Finally equilibrituL 

conditions at the boundary give, 

1(tfxx) + m(tfxy) = 
	1(tfxy 

 ) + m(tf 
YY
) = Fy 	(4.35) 

where (1 , in ) are direction cosines for the outward normal and 

(Fx  ,Fy  ) are Cartesian components of the external traction per unit 

length of boundary. 

Elimination of the stress components gives: 

()V4U + 2 tell,(V2U) + 2 -2- 4( 2  
aY
(
‘
1
t aY V U)  

2

Y

)  2
Y
1 t) (ay

1 v2
x2
) 

a2 	a2u  
6;a(1) (-677 

2(1 +v) 47(i) . 12ig7 - 0 
	

(4.36) 



2 	a7u 	 2] 
(v2u) 	3[772  . 

axay 	
31.2t2 

• • • 4.37) 

  

	

d faU 	 d 
= F 	L22)  _ _F 

	

as ay 	 ds ‘ax y ... (4.38) 

where s is the arc length of the boundary. Assuming that the 

optimum design is given by taking the equality in (4-.37), we can 

eliminate t from (4.36),(4.37) and obtain a fourth order equation for 

U to be solved subject to (4.38). It maybe that a numerical process 

like Relaxation could be used to resolve this ftrmidable problem, but 

we cannot say, with our present knowledge, that a physically acceptable 

solution exists. Again, since the equations are non-linear, it may 

be that several solutions are possible, but in this case we can presumably 

pick out the lightest one of the alternatives. Finally sir-e we have 

not used a condition of least weight, we cannot really be,sure that our 

procedure gives us the lightest structure. It is .onceivable that 

the use of the inequality in (4.37) might yield a structure of less 

weight, although a structure which is just about to yield everywhere at 

its working load is clearly a very good engineering design. 

Our equations can be put into a variational form. Let us vary 

the stress components and the thickness by arunts 8f , 8f 	Of 
xxyy' xy 

and fit subject to the conditions of equilibrium and a yielding., 

condition like (4.34), with only an equality sign, being satisfied. 

The maintenance of the equilibrium conditions in the varied state 

yields 

tEquation (4.41) below only gives stationary weight with the Haigh 
Yielding Criterion W = constant! 
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ff 
exx8(tfxy) + eyyo(tfyy) + 2exy(5.(tf,) dxcly = 0 ..'. (4.39) 

where c
3az 

o 	e
xY 

 are the comi7;onents of the strain tensors 
YY  

Introducing the Strain Energy density W, which is given by, 

- 	xx 
,7 	[(f 	f yy  )2  + 2(1 + v)(fxy 	x

2  - f x  f  yy)] I 	2E  

= 	2-1(fxx 
yy  

+f )2+ <1v),(22  +f 2 -f f + 3f 2  ) 
6E 	 3E 	xx yy xx 	xy .. (4.40) 

we cnn. write (4.. ) in the form, 

Lf(taw zgit)axay . o 	 • • • ( ii. L i ) 

Introducing the Mises-Hencky yield condition and using the second 

expression for Vi in (4.40), we can write (4.41) as, 

rt(f
)0C 

+f
yy )(8f +8fyy 	x ) + [(f x  +f )2+ f 1-11 2v4 q2 18t1dxdy = 0 

XX 	 yy 	1- 

... (4.42) 

The variational equation (4.42) can be used for approximate 

solution of ortimua design problems. One might begin by finding a 

stress function U , which satisfies (4.38), and which depends upon 

a number of arbitrary parameters or functions. The thickness t 

follows from (4.37), with the equal sign, and the stress components 

from (4.32). Equation (4.42) then gives, by the usual processes of 

the calculus of variations,, equations for the parameters or 

functions, which though complicated will undoubtedly yield to the 

process of numerical analysis. 
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Su'rf-esVon.73 for Lines of Pesoarch  

The theories discussed in previous sections exhibit many gaps 

both in their scone and in their foundations. Application of the 

theories is held up in many cases by mathematical difficulties and 

in others by the need to carry out possible, but lengthy, special 

investigations. Future research can therefore take two forms. 

In the first place, one can fill in the details In those parts of the 

sUbject, where the next steps are reasonably clear and where the 

necessary mathematical techniques are known. Secondly one can 

tackle the fundamental problems, attempting to clear up some of the 

mysteries and to broaden the coverage of the theories. The 

pedestrian first form may well be suggestive for solution of the more 

profound problems of the second. 

Reasonably straightforward problems include: 

(1) Systematic study of the coordinate curves corresponding to the 

general integrals far A,B obtained in equations (3.8), (3.11). 

(2) Systematic study of the possible forms that can be assumed by 

involute curves and their norms  s. Inspection of known 

solutions with a view to application to design problems. 

(See equations (3.16), (3.29)), 

(3) Use of the analogy with slip lines in plastic flaw to make use of 

known results in this field. In particular one might study 

equation (3.12) with k a complex number. 

(4.) Detail study of the constant stress solutions for plates, [see 

equations (4.25), (4.28) and (4.30),(4.31)1. This might throw 

come light on the use of coordinate curves with inflexions, 

which are ruled out in the general study based on (3.8),(3.11). 

(5) Development of practical methods either analytical or graphical-

numerical for the determination of ti and t2 using equations 

of the type (3.32) and (3.34) when the coordinate curves are 

known. Study of the restrictions imposed on the external forces. 
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(6) Usc of the experience gained 21.:Aa research projects like (1),(2), 

(3),(4) above to develop the art of drawing in a set of 

ce.rdin-Ite curves to meet a given loaded boundary at 

qualitatively appropriate angles so that consistent signs can 

be `riven to f/  and f2. 

(7) Solutism of a nu::ber of simple probleis using the variational 

equition (4.42). 

rundamontal investigations into the existing theory include: 

Proof of an existence theorem for a Michell optimum framework to 
equilibrate a finite nuMber of given forces. 

Investigation of the equations of section §3.3. Development of 
techniques for their solution. Proof of en existence theorem 
for a Michell optimum layout of fibres. 

Study of the equations of section §4.2 with a view to developing 

solutions for plates with variable stresses. Existence theorem 
for the optimum plate. 

(11) Investigation of the general problem of integrating hyperbolic 

partial differential equations with boundary conditions on 

closed curves. 

Investigations directed towards broadening the scope of the existing 

theory include: 

(12) Development of Michell type theorems for other types of 

construction, e.g. reinforced plates and shells. 

(13) Development of less restrictive conditions than the Michell type 

for plates. The restrictions imposed by the theorem of '24..1 

seem to rule out most practical problems. 

(14) Duvelopment of theories to deal with several alternative 

loading conditions and stiffness requirements. 

(15) Investigation of the stability of Michell optimum structures. 
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6. 	Conclur lors 

(1) The classical theorems, such as that of Maxwell, t a ie used 

with considera!Dle_ success to. produce economical 1 juts 

for frame structures. 

(2) The theorem of Michell can be used to create a complete theory 

for the economical design of a plate-like structure 

consisting of a double array (weave) of closely spaced fibres. 

It may well be that the optimum layouts can only be achieved 

by restrictions on the distribution of the external forces 

or in some cases on the shape of the plate, but the 

development of techniques for the solution of the mathematical 

problems involved, should lead to many solutions of practical 

interest. 

(3) The extension of Michell's methods to continuous plates leads to 

interesting, but rather restricted results. It would seem that 

here, a less specialised approach is called far and it may well 

be that the variational theorem of section §4.4 ana its 

associated approximate methods of analysis could be of greater 

use in the problem of plate design. 

(4) The subject of this report offers great scope for research, both 

in the detail development of the classical methods and their 

extension to theories of greater breadt4. 
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Appendix A - Curvilinear Coordinates 

Consider a plane referred to rectangulir Cartesian axes 0(x,y) 

(Pig.A.1). Let us define functions a(x,y), gx,y) in a region R of 

the plane, which are continuous and possess continuous first 

derivatives in R and for which the Jacobian 	is positive at all 

points in R, i.e. 

Vie write, 

	

j  aa 	Ucl 22- 0 

	

ax 	ay 	3y ' ax 
... (A.1) 

gx,y) = a , 	fAx,Y) = P 	... (A.2) 

where a ,P are parameters. Equation (A.2) then defines two sets 

of curvilinear arcs, which continuously fill the region R as the 

parameters a I P are varied. We observe that ono curve of each set 

passes through each point of R . If (a,/9) ,are taken as represented 

by points referred to a Cartesian coordinate system (a,9) in a plane, 

then (a,i5) will vary in a region R' of this plane far (x,y) in R. 

The condition (A.1) is knownT to ensure that (A.2) can be 

solved for x,y in the neighbourhood of any point (a0,6) of R', i.e. 

we can write, 

X 	= 	X ( CC)  IS') 
	

Y = Y( a, Q) 	 (A.3) 

where the functions x(a,fl), y(a,P) are continuous, as well as all the 

first derivatives with respect to a,i3. The validity of (A.3) for 

the whole region R/  does not follow in general from our hypothesestt.  

We shall therefore make the additional assumption, that any pair of 

values (a1P) in R' determines one and only one point (x,y) of our 

region R . The points of R and R' are thus in one to one 

correspondence with one another and so the parameter pair (a,/3) can 

be used as "curvilinear coordinates" for points in R . 

tRef.6 Tome I §40. 

it
Idem. §117 



Differentiation of (A.2) gives 

at 	au 	 F;!3 	a0 da = 7--dx 3y  dy , 	
dx  

a5r 
 dy 

ux  

Solution for dx, ay yields, 

dx = 1.e2  da - 22,  ow) 	 ai3 	aa 

	

ay 	ay 	dv - - 	da 17,  ap) 
2 	J ax 

vrhich is always valid by (A.1). The following important 

relationships then follow, 

aN-1 	Pf 	ox _ 1 aa 	ay.  _ 1 or 	1 as 

	

Y ay 	ap - 	ay ' aa 	J 	ag J ax 

The curves given by j3 = constant, along which a varies, are 

termed "a-coordinate curves"; those given by a = constant, along 

which ('varies, are termed 13-coordinate curves". "Positive 

directions" on those curves are defined as those directions for which 

the corresponding coordinate a or g is increasing. On an a-curve 

(3 = constant) we have, 

ax 	 av dx 	d 1 	dy = 	da 
ea 

and so the corresponding element of arc ds1  is given by 

dsi  = Ada 

where, using (A.4) and (A.1), 

2-0/2 
A = 	oa 	 cif((N)2 	= 	2 	(1") 	> 0  ax 	ay 

... (A.5) 

... (A.6) 

The arc length sl ,  is measured in the positive direction on the 

a--curve. Now if *1  is the angle between Ox and the positive tangent 

to the a-curve measured with the convention that a rotation Ox to Oy 

is positive, we have, (see Fig.A.1), 

The one whose direction coincides with the positive direction on the 
cuvve. 
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cos*/  

sin*/  

ax 	3x 
(1.1.1  = A acct 

- A 3a 

1 2e.  = 
AJ ay 

, 
AJ ax 

(A.7) 

where (A.1+) has been used once more. 

Corresponding 

a similar  way that 

results follow for the )9-curves. We find in 

ds2  = B39 	 (A.8) 

1)2 	1/2 	[ fft, 	
t 

2 	f  •aa ‘2 
= 	 (A.9) 

	

) 	) 	> 0 'ay 

1 Fix 	1 act = 
ds2 B 	BJ ay 

1 ay _ 1 act 
ds2 	B ag 	BJ ax 

4... (A.10) 

Lot the angle between the positive tangents to the y „ 

curves at a point be denoted. by tu . We can then write, 

= 	 *i 
	 (A.11) 

The value of sinzu then follows from (A. 7) , (A.10) and (A.1 ) 

We find, 

sing = sin(1112-11i1) = sin4r2  cos 4t1 	cos4r2  

1 (act 	act §12) — 
ABJ2 ax ay 8y ax 

= 	> 4  , by (A.1),(A..6),(A.9) 

It follows that us must lie between 0 ana n or, 

0 <  ... (A.12) 



The direction of rotation at any r-Ant from a positive tangent on an 

a-curve to a positive tangent on a P - cur is thus the same over the 

whole region R. The value of cosa follows in a similar way, we find, 

co,
( 

+ o = — — . — + . AB Da E.),i3 act a0 — Aaja \
O
ax • ax 	ay ' ay 

The length of the linear eleMent ds between (all?) and 

(a+6.'a l  13+4) is given by, 

2 • aK ds2 
= tiX2 

+ dy2 OX = 	da + 	cl./3) + (2Yaa  da + 80  

Using (11.6),(A.9) and (A.13) we find, 

ds2  = (!..da)2  + (Bd;)2  + 211BdadOcostu 	 ... (A." /+.) 

If 	is the angle between directions defined. by (da,d0) 

Oa AO) at a roint we have, 

1::..12 	 , 	(1.z  Sx 
"s'';  = 11.77, 	Ss 	as a -62 	 sin'?  = ds • Os - ds 

Substituting for ds etc. in terms of derivatives with respect to 
a, 9  and using (A.6),(A.9) and (A.13) we find, 

cos* = A2`2.2 	 da 	80 ( 	8 113 
ds . Ss 	ds • Ss  + AB 77  • WE + ds • — cosy 8s II  

sin* = .AB (ds 
§p 

• Ws.--   ds . rs sirluj  

000 (A.15) 
Let us now assume that the functions x(a,P), y(a,fi) 

possess all their second derivatives with respect to a, R . The 

follovring important formulae can then be demonstrated: 

• 

1 	[aA- a (Bcos „) 
a 	Bring 80 aa 

:6,L ca 	1 	OB a , —  (Acosta) a 	- lf3' 	As inu 	Ca 	80 %._ 	 ..) 

J ... (A.16) 



da.  
X = A B 	

Bl

aff2 

0143 

is positive or 
negative 

(109 and r7; 	m or 9t-w according as 
dai • ap 
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The proofs are straightforward and will not be g__. en in detail. 

They ore obtained by differentiation of (A.6), (A.9) and '(A.13) with 

respect to a I P and (A.7) with respect to a and (A.10) with respect 

to p . Simple transformation then yields the formulae.of (A.16). 

Recalling (A.11) we can then obtain by elimination of *i  and r2  

the following important relation between A, B and w : 

a [ 	aT3 	a Ao as ale(Acosw)] 	4. 1 	
[aA a 

@a sin k3 	ap FE= 	-5 
t
Bcoscu 

(A.17) 

The perah.eters a ,P corresponding to definite coordinate 

curves are not unique and this fact can be used on occasion to 

simplify calculations. Let us write, 

a = yi(a) s 	R = (P2(i7) 
	 ... (A.18) 

where yi, 92  are continuous functions, with continuous first 

derivatives, which do not vanish in the ranges of a ,F which correspond 
to the region. RI. The equations (A.18) can be solved uniquely for 

a ,F and so it is possible to take (ii,r1) as new curvilinear 

coordinates in our region. R. The coordinate curves are of course 

unchanged. If X , )1 and 6 are the new functions which define ds 

as in (A,1)) we find, 

=0 

Finally, let us consider the analytical representation of an 

arbitrary curve, for example the bounftry of region. R (Fig. A.1). 

Any curve can be written 

a = bi(a) , 	13 = b2 (0-) .. • (A.20) 



where a is a parameter nnJ bi  , b2  aro continuous functions, with 

continuous first deriv:Itivcs, which do not vanish simultaneouL. 

The parameter T can be tcdccn as the arc length of the curve. 

This requires, as substitu Lion from (A.20) into (A.14) show's, 

that 

1A(0-)bli  (0-.)}2 	[B(0-)b (a) }2  21A(17)bil (a)/ B(a)h2(cr)} coski(c)} = 1 

... (A.21 ) 

where A(a) = Aibi  (a), 1)2(0)] etc. 	If 6 is the angle between 

the positive tangent to an a-curve arra the positive tangent to 

our arbitrary curve (A.20) at any point Cr , we find writing 

da = ds/A , (3.0 = 0 and as = So in (A.15) that, 

cos° = A(0)b(o) i B(o)b2(a)cos[Q(a)1 

sine B(a)b;(o)sin[m(o)] 
	 a o 0 (A.22) 
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Orthoo)nal Curvilinear Coordinates 

Consider a too-dimensional plane structure referred to 

orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (a,i3). The condition of 

orthogonality moans that we must write 

= 712 	 ... (B.1) 

in all the formulae of Appendix A. 

Let the vector displacement at any point (a,19) be resolved 

into orthogonal components (u,v) parallel to the positive directions 
of th.J tangents to the a and 13 coordinate curves. The components of 

direct strain ow:4, ego in the directions of these tangents and the 
half shear strain eco associated with these directions can be 

calculated in the usual way using. Fig.B.1. We find, using (A.16) , 

Cu v 	_ 1 Cu v CA 
ecicc  - 	Da - A aa 	- 	aa 4" AB ag 

• 

1 av u 	1 av u aB 
B43 B49 = r3 a$ AB aa 

... (B.2) 
[1 av 1 Cu u atj.  - v a2.  

0 6  
A aa B 43 A aa 	B 43 

= 	3  a 
2 
P 7(\r/B) 	

t.,/ 

L 	
B WLYA) 

If vie continue to use the coordinates (a,13) to describe the 
defer:aut.!. state, we must make certain changes to our metric. The 
quantities A,B must be replaced by A(1 + ecca) and B(1 -L cm) 
respectively, since dsi  and d.s2  of (A.5), (A.8) are increased by 
the factors (1 + ecca), (1 + em), and tu =7t/2 must be replaced by 

-7z/2 2eati, by the definition of shear strain. 
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If these new values be suLstituted in (A.17) and the resulting 

formula developed correctly to the first order in the strains, we 

find, cancelling the finite part using (A.17) with m --=-%/2, that 

2 
8 (B aep,p) 8 (A 8e  as 

A  , 
)

2 
	a(3 

aa 	act + ag 	11.0 	aaag 

(A[ 1 -8-9  67t eau-  ege)] 	"Pil  8
B ag 

A - 	 ( 
R L 	(e am—  egg)] 

9 a 
as

(1 8A 	 a (1 
a eao - 2 a-u 3a eap ) = 0 	 (B.3) 

This is the equation of compatibility of strain in our present 

coordinate system. 

Let our structure carry stress resultants T1 , T2  and 5, 

where Ti  is the direct load per unit length parallel to thr,  a-curve$  

T2 that parallel to the 0-curve and S the shear per un.c length. 

The differential equation of equilibrium can be set up by considering 

	

an element 	da 

	

a(, 	\ 

by 	d3 

a (A s) 

a ag 	T2} 

Ti) -- 

as in Fig.B.2. 	We find, 

aA s 
aJe 
	as T2 
	

0 

 43 	i 	act  S 	
= 	0 T 
	as 

• Ill B.4-) 
(T1 

aav-  0/ 

where (A.16) has been used to eliminate ti 	2 	Fig.B.2 also 

verifies the equality of complementary shears per unit length. 

The equilibrium conditions at a boundary can be written using 

Fig.B.3. The angle between the a-curve and the tangent to the boundary 

is e . The direction cosines of the normal to the boundary referred 

to the local directions of a and g at a point 0- on the boundary are then 
(sine, cose). Hence if Fn  , Ft  are the components of external traction 

per unit length in the directions of the normal and tangent respectively 



C,; 

and if T ic the end load in an 

which contributes comy)nents 

member at the boundary, 

T/p and -- to F p 
t 

respecbively we can write 

dm Ti sin0 w  Scos6 = (Fn  Tip }sine + (Ft  + udcos0 

(13.5) 
c1.92 S sine - T2coc0 = -(F

n 
T/p)cos0 + (Ft  + 

a.0- 
\,. 

The aro length o' acidthe angle 0 were introduced in equations (A.?(:), 

(A.21) and (A.22). 	me radius of curvature p is defined in Fig. 13.3. 

• 

• 
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